Info on final exam
Final is May 8, 10:30-12:30

• Comprehensive
• Mixed format
  – Multiple choice
  – Short answer
  – Work-out problems
  – Programming problems (finish the code or write a snippet of code)
• You are allowed two pieces of 8.5 X 11 paper, both sides, of notes
• Bring a calculator
Timing and length of exam

- You have had up to 3 hours on tests
- You have only 2 hours on this exam
- It will be longer than a test
- Prepare accordingly
Topics

• Just go down the syllabus to see what is fair game
• All work-out problems/programs will be composed with an eye towards time and feasibility of doing them without a computer
Questions?

• I am happy to review ANYTHING, but it works best if you ask me what you want to know